The Dirty Dozen
12 Crucial Do’s & Don’ts for an Epic First Date

Hi, I’m

Dr. Frankie
Bashan,
President/CEO of Little Gay Book, the premiere personal matchmaking and relationship
coaching firm for Lesbians and bisexual women
seeking relationships with women.
I’m a well respected clinical psychologist and
have been working in the field of psychology
for nearly two decades.
Connecting with people has been a talent and
a passion of mine since childhood. For years I
have watched my friends struggle to meet other
quality, relationship minded women. Back then,
bars, clubs, and well intentioned friends setting
up blind dates just wasn’t cutting it. Early on I
recognized a need for a personal, professional service to help women in our community
connect with each other. Over a decade ago, I
decided to launch Little Gay Book to establish a
service with one goal: to help the women of our
community become more confident with themselves and to find and develop healthy, loving
relationships.
Little Gay Book was so well received it is now
the premier lesbian matchmaking service in
the US.
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I am a nationally-recognized dating
and relationship coach, and a featured
guest expert on several nationwide radio
programs, including NPR. I have been
published in international publications
and dating sites such as Curve, Glamour,
Cosmopolitan, About.com and even
Match.com have also asked me to weigh
in on dating and relationships issues.
Most recently I was featured as the
dating expert and co-host of the dating
game show: Are you the one Season 8
on MTV.

F E AT U R E D E X P E R T O N

I absolutely love what I do and I want to share my
passion and my knowledge with you.
On a daily basis I am inspired by the successes
and achievements my clients make in their search
for relationships. Nothing makes me happier than
making a successful match.
Being a professional matchmaker certainly has
its challenges, but it is also incredibly rewarding.
Some couples that I’ve introduced fell in love
instantly, but most of them needed my guidance
and support-especially in the beginning.
Not just as a professional, but also from my
personal experience, I am intimately familiar with
your journey of looking for the “one”. I spent a
good number of years dating and “test-driving”
so to speak different relationships. My own journey was both exciting and at times disappointing,
and I can personally attest to the challenges that
we face when dating in the lesbian community.
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while I’ll be using the pronouns she/her, if your
pronouns are he/him or they/them please
continue listening as the same skills apply to your
dating life.
Some of the most import-

So, let’s start by shifting our thinking a bit. Don’t

ant insights that I’ve gained

think about your unsuccessful dates as failures

have been to be open, stay

and a waste of time. Stop begrudging how our

positive, keep my ego in

community is too small and the type of woman

check and try not to take

you are looking for doesn’t live here. And as diffi-

things too personally. My own personal dating

cult as it might be, do your best to avoid spread-

experience and my career in human behavior have

ing negativity by frequently complaining to your

both informed me and given me the ability to

friends about your dating drama. A little venting

understand dating and relationship patterns in the

is healthy and understandable but wallowing in

lesbian community. I’ve seen many of the pitfalls

prolonged negativity won’t serve you well, and it

and common mistakes women make while dat-

certainly won’t make you look or feel good. Stay

ing. Most experts and specialists tend to focus on

optimistic, you’re on a path to a great relationship

heterosexual dating and relationships and most

even if you can’t see that right now. The very fact

research on these topics is studied using hetero-

that you opened my “12 Principles to a Success-

sexual participants. As a psychologist and a lesbi-

ful First Date” shows that you’re open to looking

an, I have the training and intuition to understand

at your present behavior and attitude towards

the research and translate it to our community in

dating and relationships. Each time you go out,

a way that makes sense.

you’re learning more about yourself. Even if you
just take one piece of advice from my recording

Everything I’ll be sharing with you are proven tips

today you have made progress. Working on one-

and advice that I give to my private clientele and

self takes time and exposure through experience.

personal coaching clients. So you’re not just get-

It’s not easy to change human behavior and most

ting advice from another woman, you’re getting

of the time it takes several attempts to actually

it from a licensed psychologist, internationally

start to notice changes. I am asking that you stay

recognized relationship coach, and the premier

positive and leave your self-doubt and criticism at

lesbian matchmaker! I’d also like you know that

the door.
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Let’s start with the tangible. Make thoughtfulness

date with you—I think that would be a little creepy

a part of your dating routine. Right after every

don’t you? Actually I have heard of a matchmaker

date make a list of qualities that you DID like

who was present for all of his clients’ first dates.

about that person. Remember to be open minded;

Maybe that’s something to consider in the future?

stay positive-but honest, and be gracious with

I’m kidding of course.

your feedback. Making
this a habit will actually
improve your outlook
and your dating life.
Without realizing it, you
will begin to view your

Be the woman
you want to date

Based on my client’s
experiences, if a first
date is a complete disappointment, it’s usually
due

dates and dating life as a glass half full rather than

to one or both women making an innocent

half empty. You will begin to see the positive as-

mistake, or perhaps losing sight of why they are

pects of people’s personalities. And believe it or

actually there.

not, rather than thinking of dating with dread and
contempt, you might even start to look forward to

Keep in mind you’re not on the date to interview a

a first date. Cynicism and pessimism are people

prospective employee, nor are you there to judge,

repellants. I’m sure you don’t want to date a wet

qualify, or fall in love. It’s very simple, you’re there

blanket, so don’t be one yourself! A positive atti-

to get to know a woman.So ease off the acceler-

tude and confidence is magnetic. Be the woman

ator and avoid putting pressure on yourself and

you want to date.

also on her. Everything else is just a bonus. Remember, interviewing a woman on a date is one of

Every day I’m on the phone, or in a meeting with

the quickest ways to appear inauthentic-regard-

my clients and the women that I’ve introduced

less of how innocent you might mean it to be. It’s

them to. My role is to educate, support, coach and

human nature to make snap judgements, so don’t

train women to see beyond themselves in order

you want your date’s immediate reaction to you to

to be more successful when looking for a partner.

be a positive one? Even if you are not romantical-

I’m excited to be able to share my insight with you

ly interested in your date, you should always aim

because I want you to be successful at dating, and

to make a good, sincere, first impression. First

to have the relationships you want.

and foremost you should want to do this because
it’s the right thing to do, but also for practical

FIRST DATE G ON E SI D EWAYS:

reasons. I have actually had feedback forms

There’s nothing more disappointing to me than

from wonderful women who were not a romantic

introducing two fabulous women to each other,

match, but said they couldn’t help but think one

only to receive their post-date feedback that they

of their close friends was a perfect match for the

didn’t hit it off.

woman they went on their first date with! That
opportunity would have never presented itself if

It’s a huge disappointment for all of us. After all,

the other woman acted indifferent on the date

the expectations are high. A great deal of time

because she wasn’t interested in my client.

and effort goes into my screening and interview
process. I can do everything but go on the actual

Dating is like any other skill, the more you do it
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the better you get. Use every date as an opportu-

Here’s what I know and can share with you…

nity to practice and apply the skills I am going to

n	I know what women say about other women

share with you to become your best self.

after each date
n	I know why she isn’t going to call or exactly

On a first date, there’s no time for shyness, pos-

what you did that

turing, interrogations or the typical date of polite

made her crazy for

questions and answers. Toss all that out the win-

you.

dow and make your dates really count! Be REAL

n	I notice what gets

and be yourself. You don’t want to spend all this

them excited when

time and effort presenting something you’re not.

I tell them about a

Realistically do you think you would be able to

woman I have in mind

keep it up for very long? It’s disingenuous and a

that I’d like them to meet

waste of your time and your date’s time.

n	I know what makes a woman
desirable

At this point you might be wondering how Little
Gay Book’s personalized matchmaking service is

Right here and right now I’ll be sharing

relevant to your dating goals. Ladies, how often

some of my best dating secrets and

have you wondered why she didn’t ask you out

tips with you during this process.

again or stopped responding to your texts or
email messages? As a matchmaker I get to hear

I’ll show you how to be the kind of

all the feedback from the women of our communi-

woman that I’d love to introduce

ty. It certainly drove me crazy when I didn’t know

to one of my incredible clients!

why someone didn’t call or email again.
If a friend set you up they could ask why she
didn’t call you, but most likely she won’t be telling
the whole truth. It’s a rather uncomfortable conversation. Most likely the reason she didn’t ask
you out again will surprise you.
I’ve worked intimately with some of the most
eligible single women in the country. So as you
can imagine, I’ve heard hundreds of stories and
just about every kind of play-by-play imaginable.
The kind of women that seek out my services are
the kind of woman you want to meet: Attractive,
Successful, Educated, Mature, Fit, and most of all,
Relationship minded. My clients feel safe to
share their opinions with me in an open and
candid way because they know that I
maintain their confidentiality
and privacy.
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12 Principles to a

My goal is to help you relax and feel confident
on your dates so they feel effortless. I will not be

Successful

asking you to work harder or use any ridiculous
strategies.

First Date

Being successful in the dating arena is about
revealing your true self. It’s not what you say that
will make you attractive to someone. It’s really
about you being your authentic self.

If you’re completely confused as to why your first

“What we’re all striving for is authenticity, a spirit

dates aren’t turning into second dates or dating

to spirit connection” well said by Oprah

has become a chore for you then you’re in the
As you know I meet all of my clients face to face.

right place.

When we first meet I get to know them and learn
After all, by now you’ve been on enough dates

about who they are. They tell me what makes

that have led nowhere. Maybe you can’t seem to

them tick and I build the trust between us. I

find anyone you WANT to go out with or who

observe their behavior, allow them to get to know

wants to take YOU out.

me and I find that quickly they relax and let down
their guard with me.

Why does dating seem so ridiculously difficult?
The answer is, it’s not. People just seem to over-

Isn’t that what a great date is all about?

complicate it.

It certainly is. And if you think it is about something different than perhaps you should rethink
your dating priorities.

If you are a skilled dater then dating should be
easy, fun and rewarding. You should leave every
date with new insight into yourself, what you are
looking for in a partner, and maybe even what
you aren’t looking for in a partner. And if it’s a
bad date then at least you’ll leave with an amusing story or two. Simply put: dating shouldn’t
be stressful and annoying, and something to
dread. Take control of your dating destiny. If
you keep blaming the city that you live in or your
career for not meeting the right women, you are
only placing yourself in a passive position. You are
not a victim. You are an incredible woman with
the power to create a beautiful life for yourself.
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Before we dive into what a PERFECT date looks
like, here are a few examples of what a PERFECT
date is not:
n	Discussing your career all night
n	Drinking too many drinks and leaving the date
sloppy and out of control.
n	Finding out all the things you have in common
(for example: interviewing your date)
n	Discussing your health problems, religious beliefs or politics
n	Telling her how busy you are and all the work
you have ahead of you.
n	Being critical or judgmental in the way that you

What I want is to help you be irresistible and

talk about yourself or aspects of your life.

unforgettable-not just another interesting and

n	Impressing her with all the properties or

smart women.

investments that you have.
n	Impressing her with your knowledge of food,

A confident women who is ready for a relationship

wine and travel.

doesn’t play games by waiting for days before

n	Telling a woman how independent you are.

they call to ask you for a second date. On the

n	Competing with her by telling her how good

other hand, if a week has gone by since you asked

you are at all the sports and activities she does.

her out for a second date and you haven’t heard

n	Avoiding her gaze and questions because

from her, you can take it as a sign that she is not

you’re shy.

ready for a relationship or she’s not interested

n	Sharing stories about your ex or losers you’ve

in you romantically. The reason why isn’t what’s

dated or met online.

important. Leave it be and don’t start making
excuses for her. Repeatedly putting yourself in a
position to be rejected isn’t going to work for you.
It is actually working against your goal of finding
a quality partner.
I’d love to give you some very specific dating do’s
and don’ts that you can start implementing on
your next date!
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No dates right after work

Avoid extra conversation
before your first date

It’s really important to give
yourself the opportunity to

Keep your phone conver-

unwind and decompress after

sation on topic. This will

a long day at work. It’s important that

heighten the excitement and intrigue

you switch from work mode to relaxed

and will give you more to discover face-

mood. Many of us work in high-pres-

to-face on your date. Some of the most

sured environments. Some of us are

wonderful people I know are not “phone

also managers and spend a good part

people”. Speaking with them on the

of the day giving our employees direc-

phone can be difficult and uncomfort-

tion and guidance. It’s important that

able-and we are friends! Imagine their

you remove your supervisor/manager

phone conversations with someone

hat before walking into a date. I recom-

they are planning to meet for a first

mend reserving Saturdays and Sundays

date. Awkward! The idea is to meet

for first dates. Avoid scheduling a

face-to-face with an open mind and

first date on a week night, and I don’t

with as few pre-conceived ideas about

recommend a coffee or lunch date as a

each other as possible.

first date. Weekend drinks and dinner
are more intimate, sexier and from what
I’ve seen women are able to unwind and
feel less anxiety. Going on a walking or
hiking date is also an option to consider
if drinks and dinner don’t seem like a
good option for you.
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thoughtful, if you’re thinking of taking

4

your date to a steak house or Brazilian

extremely important that you feel like

BBQ spot; make sure she’s not vegan.

you look good.

Plan the date but
be flexible
Don’t be the one who asks
your date, “So, what do you

want to do?” Show you put effort into
the date by having a plan in mind. Be

Dress to Impress
Consider purchasing
something new and different to wear. Make sure it’s

something that you feel attractive in. It’s
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Freshen up before your date
Buy a new shirt, take a hot
bath, or listen to music. This
will put you in a good mood

and set a positive tone. If you are getting
off work, try and take a few moments to
unwind. You should have some healthy
anticipation before a date, it shouldn’t
feel like an appointment.

6

Go with an open mind
Expect to have an enjoyable
time and to meet an interesting person. Don’t expect to

meet “the one”. The odds are certainly
against this and why put extra pressure
on yourself? Dating is an art, not a science. Besides, nothing can turn some-

7

one off faster than sensing a needy,
smothering person on
a first date. You’ll
for sure have ‘em

Minimize Distractions
Our Iphones and Androids
have become an extension
of our bodies. Show some

old-fashioned courtesy and turn off the
ringer, don’t text, check email, or keep
looking at your phone. It doesn’t say,
“I’m important” if your phone is blowing
up on a date, it says, “I have bad manners and I don’t value your time”.
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running for the hills,
even if they actually
might be “the one”!
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Be inquisitive, don’t interrogate

conversation. This is especially true when it’s

If you’re expecting your first date to

with someone we don’t know very well. BUT

be the “one” you’re going to notice

herein lies the opportunity to have our au-

a million things that won’t work for

thentic selves arrive for the occasion. We have

you. Ask your date about her family, friends,

certain scripts that we utilize during a date

passions and what excites her about her life.

and when there’s silence our anxiety raises just

Ask because you’re interested not because

enough to unleash some good conversation

you’re trying to put her through your set of

that doesn’t feels so scripted. Plus it gives

tests. It’s important to ask questions but not

your date an opportunity to have a similar

overwhelm someone with rapid fire questions.

experience and step away from her script as

A date is not an opportunity to interview

well. A few moments of silence won’t kill you, I

someone. It’s an experience and opportunity

promise. The danger of staying on a superficial

to get to know someone new. The date should

level is that you’ll appear like a friend or a col-

feel like a volley, back and forth and back and

league. Even if you’re not romantically inter-

forth. If you’re tossing one question after the

ested, it’s always important to be your fabu-

next take a breather and allow things to slow

lous self! Your date may have a great friend

down a bit. Allow the natural rhythm of a

for you if it doesn’t turn to romance. You just

conversation to flow. I realize many of us are

never know.

uncomfortable when there’s silence during a
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Smile, Be Happy
Studies show that people
tend to want to be around

11

happier people. The more

flat, low energy and blah you appear,

Pay attention to your
body language

the less interesting and attractive you
become to others. Make sure to smile,
be positive and happy. Focus the con-

Non verbal communication

versation on upbeat topics and bring

is 70-80% of all communi-

positivity to the experience. Even if you

cation. Many people don’t realize how

know early on that your date isn’t the

much they communicate simply through

“one” for you make the best of it. Again

body language and facial expressions.

you never know if she may have a friend

If you’re interested in her you’ll want

who might be your perfect match!

to let her know by leaning towards her,

Also don’t forget that we all having

making eye contact, smiling, laugh-

feelings and it’s important to be kind

ing, playing with your hair, touching

and respectful
regardless of
your interest.
You agreed
to go on the
date and it’s
important to
pay respect
to the person
you agreed to
meet.

her shoulder/arm or

10

hand. Make sure you’re

Be complimentary
Express genuine interest in her activities
and accomplishments.

If you can tell that she put a lot of effort
into her outfit tell her you like it. Look
for opportunities to express sincere
appreciation for the positive things you
recognize in your date. It never hurts
to receive a compliment or two. But be
sincere. Phony compliments will only
blow up in your face.

walking and sitting
confidently with your
shoulders back and
chest forward. If you’re
interested in meeting a
confident woman your
best chance is to exude
confidence. From my
experience, confident
women attract other confident women.
Make sure other people can see that you
feel comfortable in
your own skin by the
way you express yourself

through non verbal communication.
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Be You

When a women is on a first
date with you she’s looking for:

Above all else, be
yourself. I know we all
try and put our best

foot forward on a first date, but it’s

An attraction-and not just physical. Of course it’s

important that you be as authentic as

important to shine and look your best, but is there

possible. We all have busy lives and not

chemistry? Good eye contact? Body language

much time to spare. You’ll want to show

that shows you are interested?

her who you are from the get-go.

A sense of humor. Can you laugh at yourself as
well as others? You might be surprised that a
sense of humor is on many of my client’s “must
have” list.

Playfulness. Be able to let loose and have fun.
Emotional connection. This is similar to the chemistry I already talked about. Are you someone
who can have a conversation about things other
than great local restaurants, movies and sports?
I discourage broaching emotionally laden topics
on first or even early dates, but consciously or
unconsciously she will be wondering if you are
someone who is evolved and brings emotional
substance to the table.

A spark. This transcends physical beauty. Does
the thought of her make you smile without realizing it? Do you think of your next date with a
healthy anticipation? Do you click?

A sense of comfort. A woman wants to feel safe.
She wants to know that she is involved with
someone who loves her, respects her, and will care
deeply for her through all the trials and tribulations life brings.
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Final thoughts
I want to thank you for registering with Little Gay Book.
Without support from women like you we would not have the
opportunity to match make and build a stronger community for us all.
I hope my dating and relationship tips give you food for thought
about ways you can improve your own journey to a fulfilling
relationship. I believe there is someone out there for everyone or
I would not be doing what I do.
If you take just one thing from this message think about this:
Be the woman you want to meet. If you want to meet someone
who is emotionally sophisticated, successful, and attractive—
the best place to start is with yourself.
You will attract what you are, so be the best “you” you can be.
It’s the best investment you can make.
If you’re interested in learning more about the different programs
we offer at Little Gay Book please visit our website littlegaybook.com
and click on contact. We’d love to have the opportunity to work more
closely with you along your journey.
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